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A. Semantics 

1. Introduction 

 In the previous chapter [Indefinite Noun Phrases], we evaluate indefinite-noun-phrases using a 

new junction Σ (sum), treating the indefinite article ‘a’, not as a determiner, but as an adjective, 

synonymous with ‘one’ in its guise as a number-word.1 

 There are, of course, other number-words – indeed, infinitely-many.  In the present chapter, in 

Unit A, we first examine how number-words are used, both as adjectives, and in conjunction with the 

adverbial-modifiers ‘at least’, ‘at most’, and ‘exactly’.  We also discuss grammatical-number, 

which we treat as a syntactic feature with three values – singular, plural, count.  In this connection, 

we discuss vagaries in the mass-count distinction, and we also discuss various complications that 

arise in counting.  

 In Unit B, we examine the morphology – both syntax and semantics – of number-words, 

examining both the decimal-Hindu-Arabic system, and the American-English phonogramic system.  

2. What is a Number-Word? 

 By a number-word,2 we mean a word, simple or compound,3 that denotes a number, the latter 

being a possible answer to a how-many question.4  At first blush, number-words come in two 

syntactic guises – adjectives and proper-nouns,5  as illustrated in the following sentences. 

there are four Galilean moons 6 

the Galilean moons are four (in number) 

the number of Galilean moons is four 

four is Galileo's favorite number 

In the first two, the word ‘four’ serves as an adjective acting on ‘Galilean moons’, whereas in the 

remaining two, ‘four’ serves as a proper-noun.   

 Indeed, many adjectives have associated (abstract) proper-nouns.  For example, the word 

‘blue’ is both an adjective and a proper-noun, as illustrated in the following sentences. 

my favorite shirt is blue 

my favorite color is blue 

In the first sentence, ‘is’ is predicative, but in the second sentence, ‘is’ is identity.  The difference 

becomes more clear when the sentences are inverted as follows. 

blue is my favorite shirt 

blue is my favorite color 

Whereas the first one sounds a bit odd, perhaps poetic, the second one is completely prosaic. 

 Elementary logical theory presents a parallel example.  In the following sentences, the terms 

‘true’ and ‘false’ are used respectively as an adjective and as a proper-noun, although the latter is 

theoretically contrived.7 

the sentence ‘snow is white’ is true 

the truth-value of ‘snow is white’ is true  

                                                 
1 As opposed to its guise as a pro-common-noun, and its guise as a generic indefinite-noun. 
2 Another common term is ‘numeral’, although it is sometimes reserved for writing systems – in particular, for special 

logograms, including Hindu-Arabic numerals like  2 , Roman numerals like  II , and Hanzi numerals like ⼆.   
3 Indeed, most number-words in English are compound – for example,  

three hundred thousand four hundred seventy-five. 
4 More precisely, the natural numbers – 0, 1, 2, 3, …  There are other kinds of numbers, including rational numbers, 
which answer how-much questions.  We deal with rational numbers in Section 0. 
5 The exception is ‘zero’, which does not have an adjective-form, but rather corresponds to the quantifier ‘no’. 
6 The four largest Moons of Jupiter, discovered in 1610 by Galileo, and independently by Simon Marius, who gave 
them their current names – Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. 
7 Frege (1892) proposes the nouns ‘das Wahre’ and ‘das Falsche’, which (as we have seen earlier) he posited to be 

the denotations of sentences.  The proper-nouns ‘true’ and ‘false’ are usually abbreviated ‘T’ and ‘F’. 
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The relation between adjectives and their corresponding proper-nouns is straightforward, being 

illustrated by the following biconditionals.8 

a sentence is [PRED] true iff its truth-value  is [=]  true  

a shirt is [PRED] blue iff its color  is [=]  blue  

the moons of a planet are [PRED] two iff the number of its moons  is [=]  two  

3. Number-Words as Quantifiers 

 In English, number-words often behave like quantifiers, as in the following examples. 

two dogs are barking 

Jay owns three dogs 

there are four dogs in the yard 

On the other hand, number-words also figure in the following sorts of constructions. 

the three dogs 

my four dogs 

all five dogs 

no two dogs are exactly alike 

we three kings 9 

Supposing number-words are quantifiers, and hence determiners, these examples violate the general 

prohibition against double-determiners, which suggests that number-words are not after all 

quantifiers. 

 In order to account for these data, we propose that number-words are fundamentally 

adjectives, and the first three examples involve, not quantifier-phrases, but rather indefinite-noun-

phrases, on a par with the following parallel sentences.10 

a dog is barking dogs are barking 

Jay owns a dog Jay owns dogs 

there is a dog in the yard there are dogs in the yard 

4. Number Words as Adjectives 

 Initially,11 we propose that number-words are bare-adjectives – i.e., type C [D0�S].  For 

example, the poetic  

now we are three 12 

may be categorially analyzed as follows. 

now we +1 are three 

C�(D1�S) C 

D1 D1�S 

S�S S 

S 

 In this connection, we offer the following lexical entries.13 

                                                 
8 It is plausible to suppose that, although adjectives and proper-nouns are quite different syntactically, in these 
examples at least, the respective adjectives and proper-nouns nevertheless convey the same fundamental concept. 
9 … of Orient are, bearing gifts, we traverse afar. 
10 See Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases]. 
11 See Section 0 for a more general account of number-words, according to which they have type C�C. 
12 Announcing the birth of our first child (1988). 
13 Note that ‘zero’ and ‘0’ are not on this list.  A count-entity cannot be zero-many. 
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one λx0 1x x is one 

two λx0 2x x are two 

three 

C [D0�S] 

λx0 3x x are three 

etc. 

Here, x is understood to be a count-entity – either a singular-entity or a plural-entity.14   

 The following is an example derivation. 

1. those are three dogs 

those +1 are three dogs 

δ λx.x1 λx03x λx0Dx 

λP0:P1 λx0(3x & Dx) 

δ1 λx1(3x & Dx) 

3δ & Dδ 

3Dδ 

Here, δ [i.e., the demonstrated/salient entity] is understood to be a plural-entity, and D is understood 

to consist of dog-pluralities.  Observe that ‘three dogs’ is obtained by combining ‘three’ and ‘dogs’ 

using the conjunction-rule.  The idea is that to be three-dogs is to be three-many and to be dogs.15  

Since this sort of composition occurs repeatedly in what follows, we propose the following shorthand 

notation. 

NPα  �  Nα & Pα 

5. Numeral-Headed Phrases as INPs  

 Since numerals are officially adjectives, numeral-headed phrases are common-noun-phrases, 

so we face potential difficulties when numeral-headed phrases serve as NPs, such as the following. 

2. two dogs are barking 

3. Jay owns three dogs 

The problem is that, since ‘N dogs’ has type C, it cannot be case-marked, because of type-

incompatibility.  We already faced this problem in Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases], where we 

posit a type-conversion rule designed explicitly for dealing with CNPs that serve as NPs. 

CNP-Duality 

λν0Φ   ⊣⊢ ΣνΦ 

When applied to the examples above, we obtain the following. 

two dogs are barking 

two dogs +1 are barking 

λx02x λx0Dx 

λx0 2Dx 

ⓓ Σx2Dx λx.x1 

Σ{ x1 | 2Dx } λx1Bx 

Σ{ Bx | 2Dx } 

∃x{2Dx & Bx} 

there is an x such that: 

x is a dog-duo and x is/are barking  

ⓓ CNP-duality 

Jay owns three dogs 

Jay +1 owns three dogs +2 

λx03x λx0Dx 

λx0 3Dx 

ⓓ Σx3Dx λx.x2 

λy2λx1Oxy Σ{ y2 | 3Dy } 

J1 Σ{ λx1Oxy | 3Dy } 

Σ{ OJy | 3Dy } 

∃x{3Dx & OJx} 

there is an x such that: 

x is a dog-trio and Jay owns x 
 

                                                 
14 See later section [+++] for account of count-entities.  
15 Later we see how this is over-simplified; see Section 13 [Complications in Counting]. 
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 As noted earlier, plural-notions are logically subtle.  Some predicates distribute, and others do 

not distribute, over plural-compounds, and even this may be context-dependent.  For example, one 

can love dogs individually, but one can also love dogs-as-a-whole.  Number-adjectives do not 

distribute – ‘we are three-many’ does not mean each of us is three-many.  Also, students can 

surround a building without any one of them surrounding the building.  Ownership, however, seems 

to distribute – if Jay owns a dog-trio, he owns each solo-dog in this trio.  Barking is similar; if two 

dogs are barking, then both dogs are barking.  

6. Numerical-Quantifiers 

 Our previous example, 

Jay owns three dogs 

is generally regarded as ambiguous between: 

Jay owns at least three dogs 

 and Jay owns exactly three dogs  

The semantic analysis given in the previous section confers the former meaning, so the latter 

meaning must be obtained via pragmatic considerations.  On the other hand, pragmatic deliberations 

can be side-stepped if we simply go ahead and prefix ‘at least’ or ‘exactly’ as appropriate.   

 Note that, whereas ‘three’ by itself is an adjective, ‘exactly three’ and ‘at least three’ are 

nevertheless quantifiers.  For example, compare the following phrase-pairs.16 

the three dogs ∗  the at least three dogs 

my four dogs ∗ my exactly four dogs 

all five dogs ∗ all at least five dogs 

no two dogs are exactly alike ∗ no exactly two dogs are exactly alike 

we three kings  ∗ we at least three kings 

Accordingly, whereas we propose to render number-words as adjectives, we propose to render 

numerical phrases involving ‘at least’ and ‘exactly’ as quantifiers. 

7. Semantic Rendering of Numerical-Quantifiers 

 Recall that we analyze various quantifiers – including ‘every’, ‘some’, ‘no’ – in terms of 

infinitary-operators (a.k.a. junctions).17  The same approach works for numerical-quantifiers. 

1. At Least N 

 We propose to treat ‘at least’ as a morpheme,18 which when attached to a number-word is 

semantically rendered as follows. 

at-least C�(C��D) λN λP0 �{x | NPx} 

Here, C � D�S, and the variable ‘N’ ranges over numerical-adjectives in the target-language.19  The 

following are example derivations. 

                                                 
16 This is not to say that they are incomprehensible, only that they are syntactically ill-formed. 
17 Chapter 6 [Quantification Reimagined]. 
18 The expression ‘at least’ is an all-purpose adverb; at least, that's what I've heard. 
19 We treat the bare numerals  – 1, 2, … –  as having type D�S, which stream-lines the notation a bit.  They are 

recursively generated using decimal-morphology.  See Unit B [Morphology]. 
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4. at least one dog is barking 

at-least one dog +1 is barking 

λN λP0 �{x | NPx} 1 

λP0 �{ x | 1Px } λx0Dx 

�{ x | 1Dx } λx.x1 

�{ x1 | 1Dx } λx1Bx 

�{ Bx | 1Dx } 

∃x{1Dx & Bx} 

Notice that the output node reads this sentence as semantically-equivalent to ‘some dog is barking’, 

so long as we presume in the latter that ‘dog’ means dog-individual.  The at-least-one locution 

makes this presumption completely clear.20 

5. Jay owns at least three dogs 

Jay +1 owns at-least three dogs +2 

λN λP0 �{ x | NPx } 3 

λP0 �{ x | 3Px } λx0Dx 

�{ x | 3Dx } λx.x2 

λx2λy1Oyx �{ x2 | 3Dx } 

J1 �{ λy1Oyx | 3Dx } 

�{ OJx | 3Dx } 

∃x{ 3Dx & OJx } 

The final formula says that there is at least one x such that x is/are a dog-trio and Jay owns x. 

2. At Most N 

 Some logic authors consider the expression ‘at most N’, where ‘N’ is a numerical-adjective.  

One can show that ‘at most’ reduces to ‘at least’ assuming the usual arithmetical resources.  For 

example, every natural number has a successor, a theoretical fact that children learn at a very early 

age.  In particular, we have the following sequence, where N+ is the successor of N.21 

(1) 0
+ = 1 

(2) 1
+ = 2 

(3) 2
+ = 3 

 … 

The reduction may then be summarized as follows. 

at most N = not [at least N+] 

N or fewer = not [N+ or more] 

e.g., 3 or fewer = not [4 or more] 

Rendering this using junctions is accomplished as follows. 

at-most C�(C�○D) λN λP0 ○{x | N+Px} 

The following is an example derivation. 

                                                 
20 Besides, the prospect of dog-matter barking is very creepy. 
21 We use ‘s’ instead of the more standard ‘+’, since we later use ‘+’ to mean “or more”;  for example, three-plus dogs 

is three-or-more dogs. 
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6. at most one dog is barking 

at-most one dog +1 is barking 

λN λP0 ○{x | N+Px} 1 

λP0 ○{ x | 1+Px } 

λP0 ○{ x | 2Px } λx0Dx 

○{ x | 2Dx } λx.x1 

○{ x1 | 2Dx } λx1Bx 

○{ Bx | 2Dx } 

~∃x{2Dx & Bx} 

3. Exactly N 

 We next consider ‘exactly’,22 which we explicate using yet another junction, ∇, which 

corresponds to (anadic) exclusive-or, which is semantically characterized as follows.23 

∇{P1, …,Pk} is true iff exactly one of {P1, …,Pk} is true 

∇ is officially characterized as follows. 

if A is a type 

then ∇A is a type 
 

if α is an expression of type A 

and Φ is a formula  

then ∇{α | Φ} is an expression of type ∇A 

 reads: 
the exclusive-disjunction  
of all α such that Φ 

 

∇νΦ � ∇{ν | Φ} ν is a variable of any type; Φ is any formula 

[α ∇ β] � ∇{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} ν not free in α or β 
 

∇S = S a sum of sentences is itself a sentence 

Utilizing this operator, we propose the following semantic rendering of ‘exactly’. 

exactly C�(C�∇D) λN λP0 ∇{x | NPx} 

For example, 

exactly one dog translates as ∇{ x | 1Dx } 

exactly two dogs translates as ∇{ x | 2Dx } 

exactly three dogs translates as ∇{ x | 3Dx } 

… … … 

where, in effect: 

                                                 
22 As used with (bare) number-words.  ‘exactly’ has wide application – like, but not exactly like, ‘at least’.   
23 It is vital to its truth-conditions that exclusive-or is treated as an anadic operator, not a dyadic operator.  See 

Chapter 10 [Finitary Junctions]. 
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∇{ x | 1Dx } = ∇{1-dog1, 1-dog2, …, 1-dogk} 

∇{ x | 2Dx } = ∇{2-dog1, 2-dog2, …, 2-dogk} 

∇{ x | 3Dx } = ∇{3-dog1, 3-dog2, …, 3-dogk} 

… … … 

where: 

1-dog1, 1-dog2, … = solo-dog-1, solo-dog-2, … 

2-dog1, 2-dog2, … = dog-duo-1, dog-duo-2, … 

3-dog1, 3-dog2, …,  = dog-trio-1, dog-trio-2, … 

… … … 

4. Example Derivation 

7. Jay owns exactly three dogs 

Jay +1 owns exactly three dogs +2  

λN λP0 ∇{ y | NPy } 3  

λP0 ∇{ y | 3Py } λx0Dx  

∇{ y | 3Dy } λy.y2  

λy2λx1Oxy ∇{ y2 | 3Dy } � 

J1 ∇{ λx1Oxy | 3Dy } � 

∇{ OJy | 3Dy } � 

∃!y{ 3Dy & OJy } � 

Lines �-� are constructed by the usual junction-composition rule. 

α α, β, γ are any expressions 

∇{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula 

α ; β ↘ γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

∇{ γ | Φ } ∇ does not admit ‘not’ and ‘if’ 

Line � amounts to the following. 

Jay owns dog-trio-1 xor … xor Jay owns dog-trio-k 

Given the nature of xor (exclusive-or), this amounts to saying that  

there is exactly one dog-trio that Jay owns.   

This is also what � says using more familiar logical notation, the latter move being underwritten by 

the following simplification rule. 

∇-Simplification 

∇{ Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

∃!ν{Φ & Ψ} ν are all the variables C-free in Φ  

 

∃!νΘ  � ∃ω∀ν{Θ ↔ ν=ω} 

 
ω is any sequence of variables that is 
completely distinct from ν  
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and not free in Θ;  
identity is component-wise identity.24 

8. Scope-Ambiguity 

 When quantifier-phrases are combined, scope-ambiguities arise, and numerical-quantifiers are 

no exception, which is illustrated in the following example. 

exactly-two men respect exactly-two women 

Indeed, this sentence has three readings, since it can be used to answer three quite different 

questions.25 

Q1. how many men respect exactly-two women? answer: two 
Q2. how many women are respected by exactly-two men? answer: two 
Q3. how many men respect how many women? answer: two/two 

For example, consider three scenarios graphed as follows.26  For each man-woman pair, � indicates 
that the man respects the woman, and � indicates that the man does not respect the woman. 

  w1 w2 w3 

m1 � � � 

m2 � � � 

m3 � � � 
 

 w1 w2 w3 

m1 � � � 

m2 � � � 

m3 � � � 
 

 w1 w2 w3 

m1 � � � 

m2 � � � 

m3 � � � 
 

In reference to each of these scenarios, the three questions above are answered as follows.  

Q1: 

Q2: 

Q3:  

  two [m1, m2] 

  none 

  three / three 
 

  none 

  two [w1, w2] 

  three / three 
 

  none 

  none 

  two / two [m2,m3/w2,w3]  

 Concerning the derivations, the first two are computed using serial-composition, as follows. 

8. exactly two men respect exactly two women  

[‘exactly two men’ wide] 

exactly two men +1 respect exactly two woman +2  

λy2λx1Rxy ∇{ y2 | 2Wy }   

ⓦ ∇{ x1 | 2Mx } ∇{ λx1Rxy | 2Wy } � 

∇{ ∇{Rxy | 2Wy} | 2Mx } � 

∃!x{ 2Mx & ∃!y{2Wy & Rxy} }   

Here, in deriving � from �, the first junction [marked ⓦ] absorbs the second junction.  By contrast, 

in the following, the second junction [marked ⓦ] absorbs the first junction.  

                                                 
24 Two sequences are component-wise identical iff their respective (1st, 2nd, …) components are identical.   
25 We presume that ‘respect’ distributes over plurals; for exactly how, see below.  Otherwise, there are further 

(collective) readings.  Also, ‘respect’ is stative.  When eventive verbs and nouns are involved, counting is even more 
complicated.  See Section 9 [Relations among Plural-Entities]. 
26 This graph is rotated -90 degrees compared with the usual xy-graphs in mathematics.  One reads the vertical entries 

as being related (or not) to the horizontal entries. 
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9. exactly two men respect exactly two women  

[‘exactly two women’ wide] 

exactly two men +1 respect exactly two woman +2  

λy2λx1Rxy ∇{ y2 | 2Wy }  

∇{ x1 | 2Mx } ⓦ ∇{ λx1Rxy | 2Wy } � 

∇{ ∇{Rxy | 2Mx} | 2Wy } � 

∃!y{ 2Wy & ∃!x{2Mx & Rxy} }   

 The third reading is more subtle, involving parallel-composition. 

10. exactly two men respect exactly two women  

[equal/parallel scope] 

exactly two men +1 respect exactly two woman +2  

λy2λx1Rxy ∇{ y2 | 2Wy }  

∇{ x1 | 2Mx } ∇{ λx1Rxy | 2Wy } � 

∇{ Rxy |  2Mx & 2Wy } � 

∃!xy{2Mx & 2Wy & Rxy} � 

� says that there is exactly one pair xy of pluralities such that x are two-men and y are two-women 

and x [the two-men] respect y [the two-women].  

 An important remaining question concerns how respects distributes over plurals, which results 

in additional semantic ambiguity.  There are three plausible ways this might work. 

(d0) R does not distribute! 

(d1) αRβ  ↔  ∀x∀y{x∈α & y∈β .→ xRβ} 

(d2) αRβ  ↔  ∀x{x∈α → ∃y{y∈β & xRβ}} & ∀y{x∈β → ∃x{x∈α & xRβ}} 

Here ‘∈’ is the element-relation, adapted from set theory.27   

 The plausibility of (d0) is remote, but not insane; it says the two-men-as-a-whole respect the 

two-women-as-a-whole.  The intuitive plausibility of (d1) is more straightforward; both men respect 

both women.  The intuitive plausibility of (d2) is defended in the following section.  

9. Relations among Plural-Entities 

 Consider, if you will, a retro example – one involving a USO dance during World War 2.28  

Suppose, if you will, that every instance of dancing involves one man asking one woman to dance 

with him [remember, this is a retro example!].  Suppose I observe such a dance,29 and suppose I 

summarize my observations as follows. 

(exactly) thirty-five men asked (exactly) twenty-seven women to dance with them 

It is doubtful that every one of the 35 men asked every one of the 27 women to dance.  Rather, it is 

more plausible to understand this sentence as saying that there were numerous dance-requests, and 

all told these events involved a total of 35 men and 27 women.  In other words, every one of the 35 

men asked at least one woman to dance, and every one of the 27 women was asked by at least one 

man to dance.30   

 This idea is conveyed in set theory by the notions of domain and range.  Briefly, where R is a 

relation, the domain of R, and the range of R, are defined as follows. 

                                                 
27 In particular, an element of a plural-entity α is an atomic part (sub-entity) of α.  See Appendix on Mereology. 
28 This is a retro example.  In World War 2, USO promoted morale among military personnel, by putting on shows for 
them, and by organizing dances in which civilian women were recruited to dance with GIs, often the night before they 

were deployed. 
29 Which requires time-travel, but as usual we are pretending. 
30 There may have been men and women who (sadly) did not participate at all.  Also, one man might have asked all 

27 women to dance, and one woman may have been asked by all 35 men.  These are additional details, independent of 

the content of the example sentence. 
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domain(R) �  { y | ∃xRxy } 

range(R) �  { x | ∃yRxy } 

The domain of R are precisely those things that R something, and the range of R are precisely those 

things that are R'ed by something.   

 So, when I say 

(exactly) thirty-five men asked (exactly) twenty-seven women to dance with them 

I am saying mathematically that 

the ask-to-dance relation A is such that: 

there is a set M, and a set W, such that: 

M are 35 men, and W are 27 women, and 

M is the domain of A, and 

W is the range of A.  

 The notions of image and pre-image are generalizations of range and domain.  In particular, 

where S is a set, and R is a relation: 

the image of S under R �  { y | ∃x(x∈S & Rxy) } 

the pre-image of S under R �  { x | ∃y(y∈S & Rxy) } 

 Now, according to the proposed semantics, the sentence  

(exactly) thirty-five men asked (exactly) twenty-seven women to dance with them 

computes as follows, using parallel-composition. 

exactly thirty-five men +1 asked… exactly twenty-seve woman +2 

λy2λx1Axy ∇{ y2 | 27Wy } 

∇{ x1 | 35Mx } ∇{ λx1Axy | 27Wy } 

∇{ Axy |  35Mx & 27Wy } 

∃!xy{35Mx & 27Wy & Axy} 

The key to this interpretation is that we read A as follows.31 

A[α,β]   means α is the pre-image of β under A 

 and β is the image of α under A 

10. The Number Zero 

 The number zero is a trouble-maker.32  For us, we have numerals for one, two, etc., but we do 

not have a numeral for zero.  So our scheme cannot compute the following sorts of sentences. 

at least zero men respect at least zero women 

at most zero men respect at most zero women 

exactly zero men respect exactly zero women 

If we attempt these using the proposed scheme above, we obtain the following. 

∇{ ∇{Rxy | 0Wy} | 0Mx } ∇{ ∇{Rxy | 0Wy} | 0Mx } ∇{ ∇{Rxy | 0Wy} | 0Mx } 

∃!x{ 0Mx & ∃!y{0Wy & Rxy} } ∃!x{ 0Mx & ∃!y{0Wy & Rxy} } ∃!x{ 0Mx & ∃!y{0Wy & Rxy} } 

These are absurd, since: 

0Pα means α are P and α are none 

                                                 
31 Here, we adapt the set-theoretic notions to plural-entities.  In particular, we regard the "elements" of a count-entity 

α as the atomic-parts of α.  See Appendix on Mereology. 
32 It has been a trouble-maker for centuries!  The "fear" of zero has led to all manner of numerical non-sense.  For 

example, there is no Roman numeral for zero, nor a Babylonian numeral for zero, even though Babylonian numeral 

system uses place-values (being base-60!).  Similarly, because of zero-phobia,  music (theory) categorizes harmonic 
intervals in a bizarre manner, calling a "fifth" an interval consisting of four(!) steps, and "octave" an interval 

consisting of seven(!) steps, and "unison" an interval consisting of 0(!) steps.  Counting beats is more sane, although 

beat-counting does not begin with ‘zero’; rather, it begins with ‘count’, often unpronounced. 
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but a count-entity can't be zero-many.33   

 But this is OK, since English does not admit these sorts of sentences either.  Rather, instead of 

‘exactly-zero’, English uses the quantifier ‘no’. 

 Indeed, recall that ‘no man’ interacts with ‘respects no woman’ in precisely the same way 

that ‘two men’ interacts with ‘two women’.34  In particular, 

no man respects no woman  

is three-fold ambiguous, according to whether:  

(1) ‘no man’ has wide-scope. 

(2) ‘no woman’ has wide scope. 

(3) ‘no man’ and ‘no woman’ have equal/parallel scope. 

The derivation of (3) is repeated here to exhibit the similarities. 

11. no man respects no woman  

[equal/parallel scope] 

no man +1 respects no woman +2 

λy2λx1Rxy ○{ y2 | Wy } 

○{ x1 | Mx } ○{ λx1Rxy | Wy } 

○{ Rxy | Mx & Wy} 

~∃xy { Mx & Wy & Rxy } 

11. Grammatical-Number 

 So far, we have treated number-words as plural-adjectives.  Number is also a syntactic feature, 

on a par with person and gender.  For example, in English the number-feature admits two values – 

singular and plural.35  Closely related to number is the count-feature, which according to Chomsky, 

admits two values – +COUNT, –COUNT – which indicate whether a noun is count-like or mass-like.36 

 Supposing there are no plural-mass-nouns,37 we can consolidate these two features into a 

single feature with three values. 

(0) mass MASS 

(1) singular SING 

(2) plural PLUR 

These all carry semantic-import, which we initially propose to render as follows. 

MASS λx0 0x x is "none" [has no count] 

SING λx0 1x x is one 

PLUR 

C  

D0�S 

λx0 2
+x x are two or more38 

                                                 
33 The problem results from treating numerals as bare adjectives.  If we treat numerals as modifier-adjectives [see 

Section 16], then 0Mx means x are zero-men, which is not absurd, but still doesn't yield the correct translation. 
34 Chapter 6 [Quantification Re-Imagined]. 
35 Some languages also have DUAL number.  English has dual-words like ‘both’, ‘either’, and ‘neither’, but does not 

have dual declension.  English also has obligatory-pairs – including pants, glasses, and scissors – which seem to be 
numerically-ambiguous.  Some speakers (in my household at least) think that ‘a scissors’ is perfectly fine, but others 

insist that ‘a pair of scissors’ is the proper form.  Our view is that ‘a scissors’ is syntactically wacky, but it is 

semantically OK, and indeed it is semantically-equivalent to ‘a pair of scissors’. 
36 Aspects of a Theory of Syntax, p. 82. 
37 Plural-mass-nouns, and even plural-plural-nouns, are considered later (+++). 
38 Here, we use ‘2+’ to mean “two-plus” which in colloquial English means “two or more”.  This seemingly conflicts 
with its meaning in Arithmetic Theory, in which it means “the successor of 2” [i.e., 3].  Context will generally 

disambiguate this.  As it turns out, our other use of "two-plus" is in connection with ‘at most’.  For example, ‘at most 

one’ is analyzed as equivalent to ‘not at least two’, which is equivalent to ‘not two or more’. 
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Note that our notation takes advantage of the fact that no entity can be zero-many, so we 

commandeer the 0-predicate to apply just to mass-entities.  Finally, note that we propose that these 

are mutually-exclusive and jointly-exhaustive categories. 

 The following are examples, which all involve ‘fish’, which admits all three number-values, 

but which all have the same overt form (pronunciation).39 

that is fish  that is a fish  those are fish 

that +1 is MASS fish 

δ λx.x1 λx0 0x λx0Fx 

λx1.x0 λx0{0x & Fx} 

δ1 λx1{ 0x & Fx } 

0δ & Fδ 
 

 

that +1 is a SING fish 

δ λx.x1 λx01x λx0Fx 

λx1.x0 λx0 {1x & Fx} 

δ1 λx1{1x & Fx} 

1δ & Fδ 
 

 

those +1 are PLUR fish 

δ  λx.x1 λx0 2
+x λx0Fx 

λx1.x0 λx0{ 2+x & Fx } 

δ1 λx1{ 2+x & Fx } 

2
+
δ & Fδ 

 

We take the un-declined morpheme ‘fish’ to signify the class F of all fish-entities – including fish-

individuals, fish-pluralities, and fish-matter.  The number-markers then cut down the entities to 

mass-entities, singular-entities, and plural-entities, respectively. 

12. Vagaries in the Mass-Count Distinction 

 In the previous section, following Chomsky, we propose that a noun can be syntactically-

marked plural/singular, and also count/mass.  A more common viewpoint is that the mass-count 

distinction is intra-lexical – whether a noun is mass or count is stored in its lexical entry. 

 Irrespective of where the mass-count distinction ultimately resides, it must be elucidated both 

syntactically and semantically.  The following is a first approximation.   

(1) Count-nouns  

� admit both plural and singular forms, 

� admit numerical-modifiers, including ‘a’,  

� refer to discrete-entities ("things"). 

(2) Mass-nouns 

� are obligatorily-singular,  

� do not admit numerical-modifiers,  

� refer to indiscrete-entities ("stuff"). 

There are several complications, however, which we briefly explore in the following.   

1. Abstract Nouns 

 The following nouns are obligatorily-singular,  

justice, pride, courage, wisdom, kindness,  

beauty, honesty, integrity, slavery, democracy, perpetuity 

but presumably do not refer to configurations of matter.40  On the other hand, some of them are 

presumably measurable, since they admit measure-adverbs such as ‘more’, ‘less’, and ‘much’. 

Aside: Abstract nouns include many names of activities that sound like they are plural, but are not, 

including:41 

mathematics, physics, economics   

metaphysics, ethics, aesthetics   

semantics, pragmatics, phonetics   

athletics, gymnastics, aerobics  

                                                 
39 Note carefully that NPs are also marked as to number – ‘that’ versus ‘those’ – which we ignore at the moment.  
We offer an account of NP-number in a later chapter.  [+++Semantic Features+++]. 
40 On the other hand, ‘justice’ is also used to refer to a judicial official – e.g., a justice of the peace, or a supreme 

court justice.  This kind of entity might be construed as a configuration of matter. 
41 Although these words are singular, we might (perhaps facetiously) be inclined to apply back-formation to produce 

phrases such as: 

a physic, an ethic, and a semantic walk into a bar… 
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2. Taxonomic Nouns 

 The following nouns are obligatorily-singular,  

furniture, literature, crockery, jewelry, clothing,  

merchandise, stock, livestock, cattle,  

ware42 (of various kinds) – hardware, software, silverware, … 

wear (of various kinds) – footwear, underwear, swimwear, …  

but apply to discrete-entities [chairs, bowls, cows, nuts, bolts, shoes, poems…].  Are they mass-

nouns or count-nouns?  We propose that these are better understood as taxonomic-nouns, the latter of 

which are typically expressed by singular-nouns.43  For example, furniture is a genus,44 one species of 

which are tables, and another species of which are chairs.45  A piece of furniture is fundamentally 

(say) a chair, and is furniture only in a purely taxonomic sense. 

3. Plural Noun-Forms without Obvious Singular-Counterparts 

 Many nouns have plural forms,    

contents, belongings, clothes, furnishings, goods, groceries, police  

that mostly apply to pluralities, yet the underlying singular-entities are not referred to by 

corresponding singular-forms.46   

 The quantitative quirkiness of these words is further evidenced by the difficulty one faces 

measuring such things.  For example, who has more belongings (e.g., furniture or clothing)?  Do we 

count individual pieces, or do we evaluate them by some other measure – monetary value, volume, 

weight?  Are five folding chairs more belongings than one sofa?  Are five bananas more groceries 

than three cartons of milk? 

4. Mass-Nouns that give Rise to Count-Nouns 

 Prominent examples of this category are the following.47 

chocolate, beer, coffee 

For example, whereas  

chocolate chocolate 

beer beer 

coffee 

[MASS] refers to indiscrete portions of 

coffee 

 

chocolate chocolate 

beer beer 

coffee 

[COUNT] refers to discrete portions of 

coffee 

 Next, note that the contents of a box of chocolates are individual chocolates, but the contents 

of a box of cereal is cereal, and the contents of a bottle of water is water.  The plural forms of 

‘cereal’ and ‘water’ are both technical, although not exactly the same way.  

                                                 
42 Note that the morpheme ‘ware’ is usually a suffix, or part of ‘wares’, which means ‘merchandise’! 
43 Note that in biology, genus names – for example, Tyrannosaurus [as in Tyrannosaurus rex – T. rex] and 
Escherichia [as in E. coli]) are singular.  Ordinary singular-nouns are also occasionally used to refer to kinds – as in 

‘man is an animal’. 
44 By genus we mean any taxonomic category higher than species.  Even in biology, there arise intermediate taxa 
between genus and species. 
45 In ordinary language, sub-taxa are often named by singular-nouns, but usually the smallest taxa are named by plural 

nouns.  For example, kitchenware > tableware > silverware > spoons. 
46 However, the following is fine. 

one of my belongings 
47 All vital food groups! 
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cereals are kinds of cereal 

waters are bodies of water48 

5. Singular Nouns that Apply to both Mass-Entities and Plural-Entities 

 Examples of this class include most prominently  

stuff, stash, junk, shit49 

These seem to be mass-nouns, but they do occasionally refer to discrete-items, especially if one is 

talking about one's stuff/stash/junk/shit, which is to say one's belongings (variously understood). 

6. En-Masse Count-Nouns 

 Many count nouns, including 

peas, oats, noodles  

behave mostly like count-nouns, and refer to discrete entities, but the plural-forms most often refer to 

these entities en masse, which makes their semantic behavior more mass-like.  In particular,  

(a) the discrete items are of little, or no, practical interest; 

(b) their measurement does not involve counting.50 

The numerical-oddness of such nouns seems especially salient when we contemplate questions such 

as: 

how many/much peas do we have? 

Using ‘many’ sounds much better syntactically, but it suggests that we expect to count each and 

every pea.  Using ‘much’ sounds worse syntactically, but it is semantically better because it expects 

a mass-like measure. 

7. Mass-Nouns with Atomic Underpinning 

 The following singular nouns are similar to en-masse count-nouns.51 

sand, water, gold, corn, grass 

Each of these words refers to bits of matter en masse, without regard to the precise nature of the bits, 

and in particular without regard to whether there are smallest such bits ("atoms").  Even if there are 

in fact smallest bits, and even if the language community believes that, when push comes to shove, 

there are smallest bits, these bits are irrelevant to the fundamental colloquial usage of the words. 

 What these have in common with en-masse count-nouns is that they apply to material kinds 

whose atomicity usually falls below a practical (but vague) threshold.52 

                                                 
48 Usually thought of as resources.  How does the latter word work as a count-noun?   
49 I have in mind the use of ‘shit’ as a hip term for stuff/belongings/personal-affairs, not as an expressive-term 

(profanity), or as a vulgar term for fecal matter. 
50 The notable exception is Gregor Mendel (1822-1884), who spent years counting peas, on the basis of which the 

modern science of genetics was created.  Also, children often count peas, it seems, as an alternative to eating them! 
51 Words of this sort take plural-forms in various ways.  Indeed, one use of the word ‘sands’ is singular – referring to 
a sandy tract of land!  There is also a plural ‘sands’, which is mostly poetic.  The term ‘waters’ is also sometimes 

used poetically, but it also has a prosaic use according to which it refers to bodies of water, or more abstractly water 

resources, as in Ecology.  Most chemical names allow count-usage in reference to chemical reactions.  For example, 
burning hydrogen is described in speech as two hydrogens plus one oxygen yielding two waters.  This is short for two 

hydrogen molecules plus one oxygen molecule yield two water molecules. 
52 In the everyday world, water consists of H2O molecules, which are the atoms of water.  On the other hand, 
astronomers claim that some alien planets have atmospheres made of plasmal water, which is a gas-like mass 

consisting H nuclei, O nuclei, and electrons.   So in its plasma state, water does not have smallest units.  A 

considerably less esoteric example:  many liquids are highly heterogeneous; for example, there are no atoms of wine.  
Recently, researchers at the Max Planck Institute experimentally determined that the smallest number of water 

molecules that can form an ice-crystal is 275.  This is accordingly the smallest possible amount of water in solid-

form.  This is stunningly small; a typical grain of sand contains 1020 SiO2 molecules!   
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13. Complications in Counting 

 So far, we have treated number-words as bare-adjectives [type C], being semantically rendered 

as follows. 

one λx0 1x x is one 

two λx0 2x x are two 

three λx0 3x x are three 

etc. etc. etc. 

MASS λx0 0x x is "none" 

SING λx0 1x x is one 

PLUR 

C  

D0�S 

λx0 2
+x x are two-or-more 

Furthermore, we postulate that to be (say) three-dogs is just to be three-many and to be dogs. 

 Unfortunately, this analysis faces serious difficulties.  First, number-words equally well apply 

to measure-nouns like ‘gallon’, ‘acre’, and ‘mile’, yet to be three-gallons is surely not to be three-

many and to be gallons.53  Rather, ‘three’ here behaves as a non-conjunctive modifier-adjective. 

 Second, many authors maintain that counting presupposes a sortal-noun, which provides the 

"units" without which counting is problematic, or even incoherent.54 

 The sortal problem arises in diverse contexts.  For example, what do the following mean? 

each year, the Atlanta airport (ATL) serves over 90 million passengers. 

each year, over 14 thousand ships pass through the Panama Canal. 

each year, over 3 million people attend Red Sox games at Fenway Park. 

What exactly are passengers/passages and how do we count them?  We propose informally that they 

are time-slices of persons/ships during which time an entity is passaging or attending a Red Sox 

game.  Notice in particular that ATL did not serve 90 million persons; rather, there were 90 million 

person-servings at ATL. 

 The sortal problem seems especially disquieting when number-expressions interact, as in the 

following proposed derivation. 

12. one pair of dogs 

one pair of dog s 

∅ 55 λx0 Dx λx0 2
+x 

λx0 2x λx0{ Dx & 2+x } 

λx0 1x 

λx0 { 2x & Dx & 2+x } 

λx0 { 2x & Dx } 

λx0 { 1x & 2x & Dx } 

� 

The early compositions are fine; note that  2x entails 2+x.  But, 1x and 2x are mutually inconsistent, 

since together they claim that x is both one and two. 

                                                 
53 Although to be three-gallons of milk is to be three-gallons and to be of-milk. 
54 +++REF+++ 
55 This is partitive-of, which is redundant here.  For example, to be one gallon of milk is to be one-gallon, and to be 

of-milk, which is to be milk.  See later example, however, where partitive-of is given some teeth. 
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14. The One and the Many 

 How can an entity be simultaneously one and many?56  As a first approximation, we propose a 

mereological account: 

to be one  is to be simple (atomic) 

to be many is to be composite (not atomic)57 

But how can something be both simple and composite? 

 The history of chemistry presents a valuable example.  When chemists discovered what are 

called "atoms" – including hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms – they thought they had identified 

what the ancient atomists58 had hypothesized – indivisible pieces of matter out of which all matter is 

composed.  Alas, the indivisibility-claim was quickly overthrown, when these so-called "atoms" 

were discovered to have parts – including electrons, protons, and neutrons.59  Nevertheless, the 

terminology persisted. 

 Similarly, logicians have proposed the term ‘atomic sentence’,60 even though such phrases 

clearly have parts.  The point is they are atomic, not per se, but per genere.61  Atomic sentences have 

parts, but they are not sentences.  Similarly, chemical-atoms have parts, but they are not chemicals.  

Semantics provides yet another example; the atoms of meaning – morphemes – have (phonetic) parts, 

but these parts don't carry meaning. 

 Thus, one and the same entity can be atomic for some purposes [chemistry, sentential logic, 

semantics], but composite for other purposes [physics, predicate logic, phonology].  More generally, 

the notions of simple (one) and composite (many) are defined only relative to a presupposed part-

whole relation. 

 Applying this idea to ‘one pair of dogs’, a pair of dogs is simultaneously one-pair and two-

dogs.  We come back to this later. 

15. More Complications in Counting 

 However, this can't be the whole story.  For example, most people believe the following 

truism, exclaimed by Carmen Miranda in the Marx Brothers movie Copa Cabana (1947).  

I can't be in two places at the same time! 

To this, Groucho retorts: 

I don't see why not; after all, Boston and Philadelphia  

are in two places at the same time! 

Groucho could equally well have said the following, although it is not as funny. 

But you are in two places at this time;  

for you are in New York City at this time,  

and you are in the U.S. at this time,  

and those are surely two places! 

                                                 
56 Ironically perhaps, the problem of the one and the many has many guises [+++REF+++]. 
57 Here we ignore mass-entities, which are composite but not many. 
58 Most notably Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucretius [+++REF+++].  The word ‘atom’ derives from the 

Greek word ‘atomos’ [that which cannot be divided], which derives from ‘temnein’ [to cut].  Many modern words 
pertaining to cutting contain this root.   

dichotomy, anatomy, appendectomy, tracheotomy, vasectomy, hysterectomy, … 

Also, the word ‘epitome’ means (so to speak) “cut above”.  
59 Rutherford (1904) proposed that a chemical atom consists of a tiny positively-charged nucleus surrounded by a 

swarm of even  tinier negatively-charged electrons, but mostly empty space!  The nucleus was later discovered (1932) 

to consist of protons and neutrons.  Later still, protons and neutrons were theorized (1964) to contain even smaller 
particles known as quarks; each proton/neutron contains three quarks [based on James Joyce sentence ‘three quarks 

for Mister Marks’ (Finnegans Wake)].  Later still, quarks were theorized (1980s) to consist of "strings". 
60 Not to be confused with the "atomic sentence" Hiroshima and Nagasaki suffered seventy years ago this month 
(August, 2015, as I write this footnote).  Also note that some atomic bombs [fusion bombs] have smaller bombs 

[fission bombs] as parts, so they are not "atomic" bombs after all! 
61 I have mixed my etymologies here – ‘per se’ is Latin; ‘per genere’ is Italian, chosen here for euphonic reasons. 
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 The following brain-teaser presents a similar puzzle.  How many squares are there below? 

  

  

The quick answer is “four”, but the more-thoughtful answer is “five”, obtained as soon as one 

realizes that the overall diagram is itself a square.62  

 The following is a similar "brain teaser".  How many sentences are in the box below? 

snow is white, and grass is green 

The answer is three – two atomic-sentences, plus the compound-sentence they compose.  In 

particular, the compound-sentence is one sentence, but it is not an atomic-sentence.63 

 Thus, these examples suggest that identifying the relevant sortal-concept does not 

automatically tell us how to count items of that sort, nor does the simple-versus-composite 

distinction entirely explicate the one-many distinction. 

16. Revised Account of Number-Words 

 In light of the above considerations, we replace our original account of number-words by the 

following account, which treats them as special modifier-adjectives. 

one λP0 λx0 [1(P)]〈x〉 x is one P 

two λP0 λx0 [2(P)]〈x〉 x are two P 

three λP0 λx0 [3(P)]〈x〉 x are three P 

… 

C�C 

… … 

MASS λP0 λx0 [0(P)]〈x〉 x is "zero" P [P-matter] 

SING λP0 λx0 [1(P)]〈x〉 x is one P 

PLUR 

 

λP0 λx0 [2
+(P)]〈x〉 x are two-or-more P 

More importantly, we presuppose that the noun P comes equipped [in the lexicon] with a measure 

structure, in virtue of which counting/measuring is defined; indeed, P may have multiple entries in 

the lexicon, according to different ways it might be measured. 

17. Measure Nouns and Measure Spaces 

 Measurement is fundamental to science, technology, commerce, and civilized life in general.  

A general theoretical account of measurement lies well outside the scope of this opus.  Rather, we 

must content ourselves with discussing just enough of the theoretical underpinnings to understand 

the semantics of some of the most prominent nouns associated with measurement. 

 Measure nouns include fairly simple everyday nouns such as: 

foot, mile, acre, gallon, bushel, ounce, pound, minute, second, hour, … 

and also other common words that behave like measure nouns, such as:  

dozen, score, gross, hundred, thousand, million, … 

Measure nouns also include obscure and obsolete nouns such as: 

furlong, fortnight, league, fathom, knot, … 

                                                 
62 This puzzle is even more interesting if we instead ask how many rectangles there are. 
63 Chemistry also provides countless examples of molecules that have molecules as proper parts. 
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Last, but not least, measure nouns include esoteric scientific terms, many of which are 

commemorative, such as: 

farad, newton, einstein, kelvin, watt, amp, volt, ohm, coulomb, … 

calorie, electron-volt, parsec, light-year, … 

Last, and least, measure nouns include humorous proposals for units of measurement, such as: 

atto-parsec,64 micro-century,65 milli-helen,66 sheppey,67 … 

 Some measures are more concrete than others.  For example, the measurement of space, time, 

and weight seems more tangible than the measurement of electrical properties such as voltage and 

capacitance.  Most English speakers know roughly what a mile is, what an hour is, and what a pound 

is, and most English speakers have heard of watts and volts, but don't know exactly what they 

measure. 

 Most tangible measures are what theorists call additive-measures, which are defined via 

measure-spaces.  A measure-space68 is a structure 〈S,�,µ〉 such that: 

(1) S is a non-empty set. 

(2) � is a maximal part-whole relation on S. 

(3) µ is a measure-function over 〈S,�〉. 

A part-whole relation is minimally a partial-order relation, which is to say a relation that is reflexive, 

transitive, and anti-symmetric.   

(r) ∀x∈S: x�x 

(t) ∀x,y∈S: x�y & y�z .→ x�z 

(a) ∀x,y∈S: x�y & y�x .→ x=y 

On the other hand, a maximal part-whole relation is a partial-order relation that is closed under the 

formation of arbitrary least-upper-bounds (sums) and unique-relative-complements.69 

 A measure function over a part-whole structure 〈S,�〉 is a function µ from S into the non-

negative real numbers subject to the following restraint (additivity). 

(A) ∀x,y∈S: µ(x⊕y)=µ(x)+µ(y) 

The latter equation is both suggestive and concise, but contains subtleties.  Whereas ⊕ is disjoint-

sum, + is ordinary (arithmetical) sum.  Disjoint-sum is defined in terms of the mereological relation 

of disjointness, ⊥, defined as follows. 

α⊥β  �  ~∃x{x�α & x�β} 

In other words, α and β are disjoint (from each other) iff they have no part in common.  Disjoint-sum 

is then defined as follows. 

α⊕β  �  α+β if α⊥β 

  nothing otherwise 

Here, + is ordinary mereological-sum which acts as a least-upper-bound with respect to the part-

whole relation.   

 Partial-order structures sub-categorize according to the presence of atomic elements, as 

follows.     

                                                 
64 10-18 parsecs, or approximately 1.215 inches.  Original attribution unknown.  
65 10-6 centuries, or approximately 52 minutes.  Proposed by von Neumann. 
66 The amount of beauty sufficient to launch one ship.  My college roommate and I came up with this one in the early 
seventies, but it also can be found on Wikipedia. 
67 Suggested by Douglass Adams, the closest distance an observer can get to sheep, past which they are no longer 

picturesque. 
68 The term ‘space’ in mathematics is somewhat vague; it mostly applies to mathematical structures with a non-trivial 

topology. 
69 See Unit on mereology in Chapter 19 [Formal Appendices]. 
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An element α is atomic 

precisely if: α has no proper parts 

 ∀x[x�α → x=α] 

A partial-order structure is atomic 

precisely if: every element is the sum of atomic elements 

A partial-order structure is atomless 

precisely if: no element is atomic.70 

18. Ways of Counting 

 Henceforth, we concentrate on additive measures, which include count-measures as well as 

ordinary ratio-measures (gallons, miles, …). 

1. Atomic Measure Structures 

 Atomic structures can be measured two ways.  In both cases, ⊥ is simple (set) exclusion.  The 

difference is how the units are defined. 

 (1) Simple-Count.   Satisfies the following additional condition. 

 µ(α) = 1  iff α is atomic. 

 (2) Massy-Count.  The measure-function µ is a ratio measure. 

2. Atomless Measure Structures 

 Atomless structures can be measured three different ways. 

(1) Pure-Count.  The measure-structure is a simple count-structure, whose atoms are all 

the mass-entities in M.  To be one-M is to be an atom, and to be two-M is to be a sum of 

two orthogonal atoms, where orthogonality is non-identity. 

(2) Hybrid-Count.  Like (1), except that orthogonality is based on the mass-mereology, not 

the count-mereology.   

The measure-function µ is a ratio measure. 

(3) Pure-Mass.  The mereology is the mass-mereology.   

The measure-function µ is a ratio measure. 

3. Examples 

1. En-Masse Count-Nouns  

 These are also measured two different ways.  Both singular and plural forms, but massy 

measure permitted.  We use ‘peas’ as our example. 

(1) How many peas.  The structure is a simple-count-structure, whose atoms are 

individual peas. 

(2) How much peas.  The structure is a massy-count-structure, whose atoms are 

individual peas, but the measure µ is weight or volume.71    

                                                 
70 The following are often distinguished in the theory of partially-ordered sets. 

atomic – every element contains at least one atom. 

atomistic – every element is the least-upper-bound of atoms. 

These are equivalent for the partial-order structures we are considering.  Also, the structures we consider divide neatly 
into those that are atomic and those that are atomless.  There are others we don't consider that have atoms but are not 

atomic. 
71 Dry goods are sold mostly by weight, but also by volume.  Liquid goods are sold exclusively by volume, although 
in English, ‘ounce’ works both ways, since a fluid-ounce of water weighs one ounce.  The measure µ can remain 

implicit for adjudicating more-less, but number-words are allowed only when specific measure-nouns are attached – 

e.g., three pounds of gold. 
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2. Mass-Nouns with Atomic Under-Pinning  

 These are not literally counted.  Rather the measure µ is weight or volume.  For 

example, there are grains of sand, but we don't count them; rather, we measure sand using 

weight or volume. 

19. Collective Nouns – Sets and Sects 

 A collective noun is a common noun that denotes a collection, broadly understood.  Examples 

abound, ranging from the highly generic to the highly specialized, including the outright eccentric.   

collection, set, group, bunch,  

pair, duo, trio, quartet, … 

herd, swarm, flock, band, gang, … 

gaggle (geese), parliament (owls), murder (crows)72 

Collective-nouns are like measure-nouns in that they take partitive-of as an adjunctor,73 as in: 

gallon of milk 

pair of dogs 

murder of crows 

The difference is that, whereas ‘gallon’ is a ratio-measure, ‘pair’ is a count-measure. 

 We propose to formalize collective-nouns in Loglish using the notion of sects – which are a 

special way of thinking about collections.74  The word ‘sect’ is chosen because it is a lot like ‘set’, 

but it is also a lot like the motivating notion, which is section.   

 Fundamental to the notion of section is division.75  For example, a book can be divided into 

sections, usually called chapters.  In turn, a chapter can be divided into sections, which can be 

divided into (sub) sections, and so on.  Presumably, the process of division ends with sections that do 

not divide into sub-sections.  Key to the notion of section-division is that one cannot divide a section 

into just one sub-section.76  A thing cannot be divided into itself. 

 How do seCts differ from conventional sets?  Whereas conventional set-theory constructs an 

infinite hierarchy of sets ex nihilo,77 seCt-theory produces no such miracle; the only way infinitely-

many seCts arise is to start with infinitely-many basic entities (e.g., tables, chairs, quarks, leptons, 

numbers, geometrical figures,  …).78  

 By way of formally expounding seCts, we introduce yet another junction, as follows. 

if A is a type  

then §A is a type  
 

if α is an expression of type A 

and Φ is a formula  

then §{α | Φ} is an expression of type §A 

 reads: the seCt of all α such that Φ 

                                                 
72 So when crows gather on a tree, it is a case of attempted murder. 
73 See below for a semantic account of partitive-of. 
74 There are many different mathematical accounts of sets.  We basically adopt the ZFC account of sets as our 

underlying mathematical theory.  So when we write a set-abstract such as {ν|Φ} we take for granted the ZFC account.  
On the other hand, we do not adopt the traditional notion of sets as our semantic account of collective-nouns.  
75 Note the word ‘dissection’, which has an extra ‘s’, but which is etymologically very similar to ‘division’  
76 Obviously, word-processing programs allow uni-vision/uni-section [having section 1.1 but no section 1.2], but no 
diligent copy-editor will! 
77 In other words, out of nothing.  In particular, in conventional (iterative) set theory, one posits the empty set ∅, and 

one posits the formation of singleton-sets, from which one constructs {∅}, {{∅}}, {{∅}}, …  One then proves that 
the previous list contains no duplicates, and accordingly there are infinitely-many sets.   
78 See previous footnote about singletons.  Unlike set-theory, seCt-theory has no autonomous singletons; rather, it has 

singletons nominally, but singleton-α is identical to α.  
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§νΦ � §{ν | Φ} ν is a variable of any type; Φ is any formula 

α § β � §{ν | ν=α ∨ ν=β} ν not free in α or β 
 

§D = D  a seCt of entities is itself an entity 

 What § enables us to do, which Σ doesn't, is construct hierarchies, since Σ is associative, but § 

is not.  For example: 

Σ{Σ{a, b}, c} = Σ{a, Σ{b, c}} = Σ{a, b, c} 

but 

§{§{a, b}, c} ≠ §{a, §{b, c}} ≠ §{a, b, c} 

With regard to associativity, seCts are like sets. 

${${a, b}, c} ≠ ${a, ${b, c}} ≠ ${a, b, c} 

Here, we provide set-formation with its own morpheme, $, to make all the constructors parallel.   

 How seCts (and sums) differ from sets is that, whereas seCt-formation and sum-formation are 

reductive, set-formation is not.  In other words: 

Σ{a} = a 

§{a} = a 

${a} ≠ a 

The last entry underscores what is weird/bizarre/wonderful79 about sets compared to seCts.  A set 

[seCt] can have exactly one element, in which case it is called a singleton set [seCt].  The difference 

is that, whereas a singleton-seCt is identical to its sole element, a singleton-set is not identical to its 

sole element. 

20. Redoing Earlier Examples 

 With our new account of number-words, we must redo our earlier examples, and we must redo 

our accounts of ‘at least’ and ‘exactly’.  We do the latter as follows. 

at least (C�C)�(C��D) λN λP0 �{x | [N(P)]〈x〉} 

exactly (C�C)�(C�∇D) λN λP0 ∇{x | [N(P)]〈x〉} 

The following is an example derivation using the new scheme.80 

at least three dogs 

λN0 λP0 �{ x | [N(P)]〈x〉 } 3 

λP0 �{ x | [3(P)]〈x〉 } λx0Dx 

�{ x | [3(D)]〈x〉 } 

�{ x | 3Dx } 

Note that we use our old short-cut expression ‘3Dx’, but with a new definition. 

3Dx  �  [3(D)]〈x〉 

Presumably, the measure-structure for dogs is simple.  The dog-units are individual dogs, and the 

dog-plurals are constructed (ultimately) from dog-units.  Thus, in this simple example, and in other 

simple examples, the new account of number-words reduces to the original account.   

                                                 
79 Depending upon your metaphysical point of view.   
80 Here, D means dog-pluralities. 
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 The new semantic scheme makes different predictions only when the measure-structure is not 

simple.  For example, the following requires the new account.  

one pair of dogs 

In particular, this phrase concerns an entity that is both one pair and two dogs.  We already have dog-

units and dog-plurals.  We now also need pair-units and pair-plurals.  We define pair-units as 

follows. 

pair-unit C λx0�[x] 

Here,  �[α]  �  ∃x∃y{ x≠y & α=§{x,y} } 

In other words, a pair-unit is a seCt with two elements.  Pair-plurals are then constructed from pair-

units by mereological summation. 

pair-plural  C λx0�
+[x] 

Here,  �
+[α]  �  ∃P{ ∀x(Px → �x) & α=ΣxPx }  

 For example, a pair of dogs is a two-element seCt each element [atomic part] of which is a 

solo-dog.  A pair of pairs of dogs is two-element seCt each element of which is a dog-pair.  For 

example, suppose A, B, C are three dogs.  Then, 

§{A,B} is a pair of dogs 

§{A,C} is a pair of dogs 

§{B,C} is a pair of dogs 

but 

§{§{A,B}, §{A,C}} is a pair of pairs of dogs 

§{§{A,C}, §{B,C}} is a pair of pairs of dogs 

§{§{A,B}, §{B,C}} is a pair of pairs of dogs 

 Next, we propose to treat ‘of’ as a partitive preposition, semantically rendered as follows. 

of [part] D2�C λy2λx0[x�y] 

Here, � is the part-whole relation relevant to the sortal-noun under consideration.81  Note, however, 

that for sortal-nouns,82 partitive-of is redundant.  For example to be a gallon "of" milk is to be a 

gallon (-sized mass) and to be milk.  Similarly, to be a pair "of" dogs is be a pair and to be dogs.83  

We accordingly dismiss partitive-of in our example derivations, including the following one. 

one pair of dogs 

λP0 λx0 [1(P)]〈x〉 λx0 �
+x ∅ λx0 Dx 

λx0 [1(�+)]〈x〉 
λx0 �x λx0 Dx 

λx0 { �x & Dx } 

21. How Many Places Can I Be In? 

 Next, the notion of measure-structure is likewise key to adjudicating the dispute between 

Carmen Miranda and Groucho Marx.  She says she can't be in two places at the same time, but he 

says she can!  Who is right?  Both of them!  The question concerns what the phrase ‘two places’ 

means, which depends upon the precise interpretation of the morpheme ‘place’, which depends upon 

the measure-structure we ascribe to places.  Groucho maintains that, since NYC and the U.S. are 

logically distinct, they are thereby numerically-distinct [i.e., two places].  Carmen's counter-

argument is that, since NYC and the U.S. overlap spatially, they are not spatially-distinct, and so 

                                                 
81 Perhaps we should subscript the symbol ‘�’ to relieve the ambiguity, but this would be cumbersome and ugly.    
82 [+++explain+++] 
83 Also to be a dog "of" mine is to be a dog and mine.  In other words, it is to be a dog among my possessions. 
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they are not numerically-distinct.  Whereas Groucho adopts a plural-mereology, Carmen adopts a 

mass-mereology. 

22. Counting Calories, Kelvins, and Blessings 

 Many measure-nouns can be understood, at least roughly, as denoting kinds/classes of entities.  

For example, an acre is an area of a certain size, which could be some particular piece of land, say.  

We can in principle reasonably say ‘this acre of land’ even if its significance is a bit vague.84  Most 

measure nouns don't readily admit demonstrative reference.  Indeed, there are many such examples 

in physics [farads, ohms, volts, …], but we only discuss two fairly simple examples – Calories (heat) 

and Kelvins (temperature). 

 Calories also present grammatical issues that are worth discussing.  In particular, when light 

(lite) beer was introduced in the 70's, one heard two kinds of claims. 

our light beer has 30% less calories than our regular beer 

our light beer has 30% fewer calories than our regular beer 

Grammar mavens object to ‘less’ when applied to plural-nouns, insisting that ‘less’ is reserved for 

singular-nouns, including mass-nouns.  For example, the following sounds rather bad. 

I have less dogs than you 

But the following sound fine. 

I have one less dog than you 

I have less money than you 

 We are once again in the morass that is the count/mass distinction.  What are calories?  Are 

they physical particulars like tables, chairs, protons, and galaxies?  Are they social particulars like 

states, armies, and bands?  Are they abstract particulars like numbers?  In other words, are they what 

we call entities? 85  

 We hereby propose a grammatical test for particularity for a common-noun – does it admit 

demonstration?  For example, in the case of ‘calorie’, do the following make sense?86 

this calorie, these calories, that calorie, those calories 

They don't.  So, it seems that ‘calories’ is plural, but calories are not particulars.  We can count 

calories figuratively,87 but we cannot count them literally.  They cannot parade before us, one a time, 

while we count them, one at a time? 

 Measure-nouns involve plural-morphology, but they don't allow counting.  What they measure 

– distance, area, volume, heat, etc. – cannot be counted either, although the latter can of course be 

measured.  So the proper way to speak is to say 

our light beer has 30% less available-energy than our regular beer 

although this sounds a bit geeky. 

 Thus, the beer ads that use ‘fewer’ rather than ‘less’ get the grammar right, perhaps, but they 

get the metaphysics wrong!  Calories can't be counted (at least literally). 

 Related to heat is temperature, which is measured by various scales including Fahrenheit, 

Celsius, and Kelvin.  It is interesting to note that the latter term ‘Kelvin’ has been pluralized in recent 

years; in particular, temperature is now measured in pure science using the expression ‘Kelvins’ 

[formerly ‘degrees Kelvin’].88  On the other hand, no knowledgeable  person would suggest 

‘Fahrenheits’.  Why?  Temperature in Fahrenheit can be negative, but count-objects can't be 

                                                 
84 For example, suppose I own an acre of land.  Then how deep/tall is my property?  This is a practical-legal issue 
more than a metaphysical or semantic issue.  The fact that ‘acre’ is a two-dimensional measure suggests that depth is 

metaphysically/logically irrelevant.   
85 It's further confused by the fact that the usage of ‘calorie’ in pure-science is different from its usage in nutrition-
science.  They are both units of heat, but the latter equals 1000 of the former; 1 Calorie = 1000 calories; note 

capitalization. 
86 Bear in mind that demonstrative pronouns are also occasionally used anaphorically.  To hear these as 
demonstrative, imagine an attendant external-pointing act. 
87 Similarly, one can pinch pennies. 
88 Officially adopted at the 13th General Conference of Weights and Measures (1967-8).  
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negative; for example, one cannot have minus-three dogs.  But one cannot have minus-three Kelvins 

either, since the Kelvin-scale is absolute; nothing can be colder than absolute zero.89 

 We end this section on a lighter "note".  The beginning of Mozart's opera  Il Nozze di Figaro 

[The Marriage of Figaro] contains a famous scene in which Figaro is presumably counting. 

cinque, dieci, venti, trenta, trentasei, quarantatre. 

[five, ten, twenty, thirty, thirty-six, forty-three] 

He is measuring the space for his and Susanna's wedding bed.  But the counting aspect is made more 

clear in an operatic spoof called “Il Barbiere von Nuremberg”, created by musicologist and radio 

host Jim Svejda, who in his inimitable style overlays the following commentary.90  

As the curtain rises, we find Figaro and Susanna rhapsodically engaged in  

counting their many blessings. 

This bit of humor should make us wonder how blessings are individuated, in virtue of which they can 

be counted.  What is an individual blessing?91  

23. Number Words as Proper Nouns 

 At the beginning of this chapter we said that number-words like ‘two’ can be used as 

adjectives, but also as proper-nouns, as in all sentences in arithmetic, such as: 

two is even 

three is odd 

the square-root of four is two 

and in ordinary sentences such as: 

 my favorite number is seventeen 

In order to render these sentences in our semantic scheme, we must posit an operation by which 

number-words are nominalized, producing phrases of type D, which accordingly denote entities – 

including the number one, the number two, etc.   

 The easiest way to achieve this is to posit an infinite sequence of number-entities 

corresponding to the number-adjectives.  The easiest way to achieve the latter is simply to posit that 

number-items have dual citizenship – adjectives, entities.  But notice, we have already posited 

duality for bare adjectives.  A bare-adjective is dually represented by type C and type ΣD, and an 

entity-sum (type ΣD) is also an entity.   

 So treating number-words as proper-nouns involves the following steps, for each number. 

(1) reduce the number to its bare form; 

(2) convert the bare form as an entity-sum; 

(3) treat the entity-sum as an entity. 

The following illustrates the technique.92  

13. two plus three is five 

two plus three is five 

λPλx0 [2(P)]〈x〉 λPλx0 [3(P)]〈x〉 λPλx0 [5(P)]〈x〉 

① λx0 2x ① λx0 3x ① λx0 5x 

② Σx2x λxy[x+y] ② Σx3x 

③ Σx2x + Σx3x λxy[x=y] ② Σx5x 

③ Σx2x + Σx3x = Σx5x 

Here, algebraic-summation has three quite different semantic manifestations. 

                                                 
89 Absolute zero is achieved theoretically when the material under consideration has no kinetic energy whatsoever. 
90 Alas, this was not published.  This is an approximate transcription, recalled from the late 70's, as heard on NPR. 
91 There are also blessings bestowed by clergymen, which are discrete events, which can be more easily counted. 
92 This is a bare-bones derivation, which avoids both case-marking and binary-branching, which can easily be restored 

[exercise!] 
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(1) arithmetic sum two plus two is four 

(2) plural sum  Jay and Kay are two-many 

(3) logical sum  Σx2x – the sum of all the two-element plurals 

It would be nice if plural-sum and logical-sum were identical.  Alas, this would mean that all 

numbers (as defined above) are identical.  To see this, consider a tiny universe with just three basic 

entities, a, b, c.  The pairs then would be: 

a+b, a+c, b+c 
So 

Σx2x = Σ{a+b, a+c, b+c} 

= a+b + a+c + b+c  
= a+b+c 

Σx1x = Σ{a, b, c} 

= a+b+c 

 We conclude this section by noting that the above account of number-entities is reminiscent of 

the account proposed by Russell and Whitehead (1910).  They propose, for example, that the number 

three is identical to the set of all trios.  This produces serious difficulties for conventional set theory, 

since the latter includes the theorem that the set of all trios is self-contradictory,93 so later authors 

(notably John von Neumann) reduced the R-W account by substituting a single "standard" trio for the 

set of all trios. 

 Like Russell and Whitehead, we pursue our enterprise, not inside full-blown set-theory, but 

inside type-theory, which avoids the contradiction.  In particular three is not defined as the set of all 

trios of arbitrary items, but the set of all trios of entities.  One still worries that collective entities 

[including sets of dishes, etc.] might crash the system. 

24. The Infinitely-Many 

 Having strayed into higher mathematics, we should briefly consider the notion of infinity.  

First, we note that our account of measure-spaces does not countenance infinite-sizes.  The simplest 

correction of this account is a toy theory, which is mathematically naïve, but still captures most the 

ordinary-language intuitions about ‘infinitely-many’.  Specifically, we add one more number-word 

‘∞’ to Loglish,  and we add the following further principles to our principles of Arithmetic.94 

(1) 0 ≠ ∞; 1 ≠ ∞; etc. 

(2) 0+∞ = ∞; 1+∞ = ∞; etc. 

(3) ∞+∞ = ∞ 

As Cantor showed,95 these principles cannot account for all talk about infinite sets.  What is even 

more daunting is that even Cantor's colossal work on infinite sets cannot fully describe the infinities 

in the contemporary mathematical "multi-verse".96 

25. Recovering Elementary-Logic Translations  

 Elementary Logic courses often examine numerical-quantification, as part of Identity Logic, in 

which it is customary to discuss the translation of various numerical idioms, including: 

at least one  at most one  exactly one  

at least two at most two exactly two 

at least three at most three exactly three 

… … … 

The following summarizes one way to convey these concepts in Identity Logic. 

                                                 
93 This is a by-product of Russell's Paradox, originally discovered by Russell in 1901, which brought Naïve Set 

Theory crashing down.  Interestingly, the "absurdity" of classical electromagnetic theory [the so-called ultra-violet 

catastrophe] was confronted during this same time period – by Planck (1900) and Einstein (1905). 
94 I use ‘∞’ in the naïve manner.  In calculus, it is syn-categorimatic; by itself, it refers to nothing at all. 
95 Although most common-place infinite sets all have the same size, there are infinitely-many infinitely-manys. +++   
96 For example, there is no fact of the matter how many infinite-sizes there are.  +++ 
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at least one thing is F ∃xFx 

at least two things are F ∃x∃y{x≠y & Fx & Fy} 

at least three things are F ∃x∃y∃z{x≠y & x≠z & y≠z & Fx & Fy & Fz} 

etc. etc. 

  

at most one thing is F ∃x∀u{Fu → u=x} 

at most two things are F ∃x∃y∀u{Fu →. u=x ∨ u=y} 

at most three things are F ∃x∃y∃z∀u{Fu →. u=x ∨ u=y ∨ u=z} 

etc. etc. 

  

exactly one thing is F ∃x∀u{Fu ↔ u=x} 

exactly two things are F ∃x∃y{x≠y & ∀u{Fu ↔. u=x ∨ u=y}} 

exactly three things are F 
∃x∃y∃z{x≠y & x≠z & y≠z &  

∀u{Fu ↔. u=x ∨ u=y ∨ u=z} 

etc. etc. 

 Compare these formulas and the formulas we officially proposed earlier.97   

Full Loglish Elementary Loglish 

∃x{ 1x & Fx } ∃xFx 

∃x{ 2x & Fx} ∃x∃y{x≠y & Fx & Fy} 

∃x{ 3x & Fx } ∃x∃y∃z{x≠y & x≠z & y≠z & Fx & Fy & Fz} 

etc. etc. 

  

~∃x{ 2x & Fx } ∃x∀u{Fu → u=x} 

~∃x{ 3x & Fx} ∃x∃y∀u{Fu →. u=x ∨ u=y} 

~∃x{ 4x & Fx } ∃x∃y∃z∀u{Fu →. u=x ∨ u=y ∨ u=z} 

etc. etc. 

  

∃!x{ 1x & Fx } ∃x∀u{Fu ↔ u=x} 

∃!x{ 2x & Fx} ∃x∃y{x≠y & ∀u{Fu ↔. u=x ∨ u=y}} 

∃!x{ 3x & Fx } ∃x∃y∃z{x≠y & x≠z & y≠z & ∀u{Fu ↔. u=x ∨ u=y ∨ u=z} 

etc. etc. 

One should wonder whether these two series are mutually consistent.  First note that elementary 

logic presumes all terms are singular-terms, and all common-nouns (predicates) are singular-count-

nouns, so phrases such as ‘2x’ make no sense in elementary logic.  So the question is whether the 

Full-Loglish expressions subsume the Elementary-Loglish expressions. 

 The first one is easy.  

                                                 
97 Note that, since we are considering elementary first-order logic, which has no plural-nouns or mass-nouns, we 

revert to the simple account of number, according to which number-words are bare-adjectives. 
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∃x{ 1x & Fx } 
there is an entity x such that:  

x is 1 and x is F 

∃xFx 
there is a singular-entity such that: 

x is F 

x is 1 

means 

x is a singular entity 

The rest require us to further expound the logic of the number-adjectives [‘1’, ‘2’, …] as used in 

Loglish.  This may be done inductively as follows.  

(b) 1[α]  �  ~∃x∃y{α = x⊕y} 

(i) N+[α]  �  ∃x∃y{N[x] & 1[y] & α = x⊕y} [1+=2, 2+=3, …] 

⊕ is disjoint-union.98  For example, supposing Jay, Kay, and Elle are distinct unit-entities,  

Jay+Kay ⊕ Elle = Jay+Kay+Elle , but  

Jay⊕Jay = �, and  

Jay+Kay ⊕ Kay = �. 

 One can then prove: 

(2) 2[α]  ↔  ∃x∃y{x≠y 1[x] & 1[y] & α=x+y} 

(3) 3[α]  ↔  ∃x∃y∃z{x≠y≠z≠x & 1[x] & 1[y] & 1[z] & α=x+y+z} 
… 

So one can prove: 

(2) ∃u{2[u] & F[u]}  ↔  ∃x∃y{x≠y & 1[x] & 1[y] & F[x+y]} 

(3) ∃u{3[u] & F[u]}  ↔  ∃x∃y∃z{x≠y≠z≠x & 1[x] & 1[y] & 1[z] & F[x+y+z]} 
… 

What remains is the expansion of F[x+y], F[x+y+z], …  Here is where Full Loglish diverges from 

Elementary First-Order Loglish.  Full Loglish countenances examples in which plural-term-talk does 

not reduce to singular-term-talk.  For example, a bunch of students can surround a building without 

any one student surrounding the building.  Also, the plural-entity Jay+Kay+Elle are three-many, but 

no one of them is three-many.  On the other hand, Elementary Loglish does not countenance these 

kinds of terms or these kinds of predicates; rather, it treats all plural-talk as reducible to singular-talk.  

In effect, it postulates the following. 

F[α+β]  ↔.  F[α] & F[β] 

Once we add this principle, we can rewrite (2) and (3) to: 

(2′) ∃u{2[u] & F[u]}  ↔  ∃x∃y{x≠y & F[x] & F[y]} 

(3′) ∃u{3[u] & F[u]}  ↔  ∃x∃y∃z{x≠y≠z≠x & F[x] & F[y] & F[z]} 

 One can extend the above reasoning to show that the Full-Loglish account subsumes the 

Elementary-Loglish account for all numerical QPs containing ‘at least’.  QPs containing ‘at most’ 

are similarly reduced, noting that ‘at most N’ is the negation of ‘at least N+’.   

 QPs containing ‘exactly N’ require a little more logical work.  So, consider 

exactly two things are F 

which translates as: 

∇{Fx | 2x} 

which simplifies to: 

∃!x{2x & Fx} 

which expands to: 

∃x∀y{2Fy ↔ y=x} 

The latter yields the following via standard first-order reasoning. 

                                                 
98 Disjoint-union is borrowed from set theory, as applied to measure theory, a special case of which is probability 

theory.  Briefly, where α and β are sets, α⊕β = α∪β if α⊥β, and α⊕β is null otherwise.  The mereological 

counterpart is analogous: α⊕β = α+β if α⊥β, and α⊕β is null otherwise, where + is mereological-sum.    
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(1) ∃x{2Fx} &  

(2) ∀x∀y{2Fx & 2Fy .→ x=y} 

(1) says at least two things are F, which we have already shown yields: 

(3) ∃x∃y{x≠y & Fx & Fy} 

(2) says that if x are two-F and y are two-F, then x and y are identical. 

 Next, we show that (2) entails the following formula. 

(4) ~∃x∃y∃z{x≠y≠z≠x & Fx & Fy & Fz}  

 So suppose a, b, c are F and a≠b, a≠c, b≠c.  Then by distribution: 

F[a+b] 

F[a+c] 

Putting these together with (2) above, we obtain: 

a+b = a+c 

Therefore, since a, b, c are atomic, we have: 

b = c 

which contradicts our earlier assumption. 

 Finally, by standard first-order reasoning, (3) and (4) entail the following formula. 

(5) ∃x∃y{x≠y & ∀z{Fz ↔. z=x ∨ z=y}} 
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B. Morphology 
1. Introduction 

 So far, we have talked about number-words, but we have only given examples that are also 

morphemes.  We have not discussed the huge variety of number-words that are morphologically 

complex, such as the following. 

one hundred (and) fifty-nine thousand three hundred (and) seventy-six 

nor even ostensibly simpler expressions such as: 

159,376  

 The history of numeration systems – i.e., systems by which numbers are symbolically 

represented – is long and tortuous, but over the past few hundred years the world has largely adopted 

the decimal Hindu-Arabic numeral system,99 which is so culturally ingrained that we hardly notice it.  

It is nevertheless a hard-won linguistic and technical achievement. 

 In what follows, we first examine the grammar (i.e., morphology100) of the Decimal Hindu-

Arabic numeral-system [DEC], after which we examine the corresponding English phonogramic 

system [NUM].  The proposed system is set up so DEC and NUM are morphologically parallel. 

2. Initial Parses of DEC 

1. Two-Digit Numerals 

 The first problem is to distinguish ‘12’ from ‘21’, which have the same overt elements.  We 

submit that this is exactly the same as the problem of distinguishing ‘Jay respects Kay’ from ‘Kay 

respects Jay’, which are distinguished by case-markers, which in this example are overtly indicated 

entirely by word-order.  We accordingly propose a system of numeric-case-markers.  The first such 

marker – ‘X1’ – appears in the following two parsings.101 

 12 

 1 X1 2 

 1 X1 

 21 

 2 X1 1 

 2 X1 

Notice that ‘21’ and ‘12’ have different immediate constituents, although they have the same atomic 

constituents.  This has semantic import, as we later see. 

2. Three-Digit Numerals 

 Continuing to pursue the case-marking approach, we postulate a second marker – ‘X2’ – which 

is interposed between ‘3’ and ‘21’ in the following example. 

 321 

 3 X2 21 

 3 X2 2 X1 1 

 2 X1 

                                                 
99 This numeration system traces to India in the 6th Century.  It came to the West in the 8th Century, and finally 

reached Europe in 1202, when Leonardo of Pisa (a.k.a. Fibonacci) published his Book of the Abacus.   Fibonacci grew 

up in Northern Africa, where his father was a diplomat, and where he learned the system. 
100 Recall that morphology is that part of grammar that concentrates on words – in particular, how words are 

constructed from parts, the semantically-smallest of which are called morphemes. 
101 ‘X’ is a multiplier, thus the symbol.  But ‘X’ is also the Roman numeral for ten. 
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3. Six-Digit Numerals 

 We next consider numerals that are usually written with a single comma, for which we propose a third marker 
– ‘X3’ – which is illustrated in the following. 

 654,321 

 654 X3 321 

 654 X3 3 X2 21 

 6 X2 54 3 X2 2 X1 1 

 6 X2 5 X1 4 2 X1 

 5 X1 

 The remaining numerals include 9-digit, 12-digit, 15-digit, etc., which we leave as an exercise.  

Note that whereas ‘X1’ and ‘X2’ are unpronounced, the ‘X3’, ‘X6’, …, are all orthographically realized 

by a comma.   

3. Syntax 

 Having identified the morphemes, and having seen example parses, we next propose a formal 

syntactic account.  We first introduce the following syntactic categories. 

Numerals N, N1, N2, N3, N6, N9, … 

Prefixes P1, P2, P3, P6, P9, …  

Based on these, we propose the following rewrite rules. 

Rewrite Rules for DEC 

(n0) N ⇒ N1 | N2 | N3 | … 

(n1) N1 ⇒ 0 | 1 | … | 9 

(n2) N2 ⇒ P2 + N1 | N1   

(n3) N3 ⇒ P3 + N2 | N2   

(n6) N6 ⇒ P6 + N3 | N3   

(n9) N9 ⇒ P9 + N6 | N6   

(n12) N12 ⇒ P12 + N9 | N9   

…  …        
 

(p2) P2 ⇒ N1 + X1 

(p3) P3 ⇒ N1 + X2 

(p6) P6 ⇒ N3 + X3 

(p9) P9 ⇒ N3 + X6 

(p12) P12 ⇒ N3 + X9 

…  …     

 

Glossary 

⇒ rewrites as 

+ followed by 

| or  

  For example, (n2) reads: 

N2 ⇒ P2 + N2 | N1 

N2 rewrites as P2 followed by N2 .or N1  
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The following are example syntactic analyses in accordance with these rules. 

 650,000 
 N6 

 P6 N3 

 N3 X3 P3 N2 

 P3 N2 N1 X2 P2 N1 
   0   0 

 N1 X2 P2 N1 N1 X1 
 6   0 0  

 N1 X1 

 5  

 4,321 
 N3 

 P6 N3 

 N3 X3 P3 N2 
 N2 
 N1 
 4 N1 X2 P2 N1 
  3   1 

 N1 X1 

 2 

 

4. A Minor Glitch 

 The above rules generate all the usual HA-numerals, but they also generate expressions such 

as the following.102 

 007 
 N3 

 P2 N2 

 N1 X2 P1 N1 
 0   7 

 N1 X1 

 0 

In order to correct this, we propose a phonetic-adjustment, which removes all leading 0s in the final 

pronunciation. 

5. Reformulation using Types 

 The various categories can be assigned the following types.  Notice prefixes are not assigned a 

categorial-role. 

Markers 

X1 N1 �. N1 � N2 

X2 N1 �. N2 � N3 

X3 N3 �. N3 � N6 

X6 N6 �. N6 � N9 

X9 N9 �. N9 � N12 

etc. 

This enables us to write syntactic trees such as the following. 

                                                 
102 This example reminds us that numerals and numeral-compounds are used for many purposes.  I once taught in a 

room number 007, at Indiana University, which houses Ian Fleming's manuscripts about the fictional secret agent with 

this code-name.  However, here we are exclusively interested in the use of numerals to convey quantity. 
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 654,321 
 N6 

 N3�N6 N3 

 N3 N3�N3�N6 N2�N3 N2 
  X3   

 N2�N3 N2 N1 N1�N2�N3 N1�N2 N1 
   3 X2  1 

 N1 N1�N2�N3 N1�N2 N1 N1 N1�N1�N2 
 6 X2  4 2 X1 

 N1 N1�N1�N2 
 5 X1 

6. Semantics of Numerals 

 We propose the following lexicon.103 

Atomic Numerals 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

etc. 
 

Markers 

X1 λxλy[(x × 10) + y] 

X2 λxλy[(x × 102) + y] 

X3 λxλy[(x × 103) + y] 

X6 λxλy[(x × 106) + y] 

etc. 
 

The following is an example semantic derivation. 

6 X2 5 X1 4 X3 3 X2 2 X1 1 

6 λxλy[(x×100)+y] 5 λxλy[(x×10)+y] 3 λxλy[(x×100)+y] 2 λxλy[(x×10)+y] 

λy[50 +y ] 4 λy[20 + y] 1 

λy[600 +y ] 54 λy[300 + y] 21 

654 λxλy[(x×1000)+y] 

λy[654000 + y] 321 

654,321 

Note that the decimal-numerals in the object-language are translated into decimal-numerals in the 

target language, which we take here to be proper-nouns. 

7. Hexadecimal System 

 The numeral system we have thus far examined is the decimal system, so called because its 

base (radix) is ten (‘decem’ in Latin).  Other bases are used, mostly in technical contexts, most 

notably base-two and base-sixteen, also known as hexadecimal.104   

 The morphology for DEC can be re-configured for the hexadecimal system, by adding six 

atomic numerals – usually written ‘A’ – ‘F’, and by adjusting the semantics, as follows. 

                                                 
103 Here, we understand the numerals in the target-language in their arithmetic sense, as proper-nouns. 
104 The term ‘hexadecimal’ is a mixed-origin word, since ‘hex’ is Greek for ‘six’, but ‘decem’ is Latin for ‘ten’.  If the 

origin were German+Latin, perhaps it would mean ‘ten witches’. 
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Atomic Numerals 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

… … 

A 10 

… … 

E 16 
 

Markers 

X1 λxλy[(x × 16) + y] 

X2 λxλy[(x × 162) + y] 

X3 λxλy[(x × 163) + y] 

X6 λxλy[(x × 166) + y] 

etc. 
 

The following is an example semantic derivation. 

3 X2 2 X1 1 

3 λxλy[(x×256)+y] 2 λxλy[(x×16)+y] 

λy[32 + y] 1 

λy[768 + y] 33 

801 

Note that, in this tree, the hex-numerals in the object-language are translated into decimal-numerals 

in the target-language. 

8. English Number-Words 

1. Pronunciation 

 Next, we examine the morphology of English number-words (phonograms).  First, the 

morphemes of NUM may be obtained from DEC by replacing the DEC morphemes by their phonetic 

transcriptions into (American105) English, then making several pronunciation adjustments for the 

irregular forms.106 

Atomic Numerals 

0 zero 

1 one 

2 two 

3 three 

4 four 

5 five 

6 six 

7 seven 

8 eight 

9 nine  

Markers 

X ty 

X2 hundred 

X3 thousand 

X6 million 

X9 billion 

X12 trillion 

… … 
 

Adjustments 

zero 
unpronounced  
unless alone  

one-ty ten 

one-ty one eleven 

one-ty two twelve 

one-ty three thirteen 

one-ty four fourteen 

… … 

two ty twenty 

three ty thirty 

four ty forty 

five ty fifty 
 

                                                 
105 Alas, there is a discrepancy between the American scheme, according to which one-billion = 109, and the 

European scheme, according to which one-billion = 1012.  Accordingly, what is called ‘one billion’ in the American 

scheme is called ‘one thousand million’ in the European scheme.  The same problem arises for all the other "illions" – 
‘trillion’, ‘quadrillion’, …  
106 Pronunciation adjustments are widespread in natural languages; they are common for common words, and less 

common for less common words. 
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2. Semantics 

 The following are the lexical entries; note that the markers in NUM have different types from 

the markers in DEC.  This has a direct impact on the semantics, as we see shortly. 

Atomic Numerals 

zero N1 0 

one N1 1 

two N1 2 

three N1 3 

four N1 4 

etc.  

Markers 

ty N1 � N2 λx(x × 10) 

hundred N1 � N3 λx(x × 102) 

thousand N3 � N6 λx(x × 103) 

million N6 � N9 λx(x × 106) 

billion N9 � N12 λx(x × 109) 

etc.  

The following is an example semantic derivation. 

five hundred six ty four thousand three hundred seven ty one 

5 λx(x×100) 6 λx(x×10) 3 λx(x×100) 7 λx(x×10) 

60 4 70 1 

500 64 300 71 

564 λx(x×1000) 

564,000 371 

564,371 

Note that this derivation translates a number-word in NUM into a decimal-numeral in the target-

language.  Note carefully that some compositions are not instances of functor-application, but are 

rather instances of numeral-conjunction, which is an analog of our earlier Conjunction-Rule,107 and 

which is given as follows. 

Numerical Conjunction 

'N1 + N2(  =  'N1( + 'N2( 

N1 and N2 are expressions of type N; 

+ is syntactic-addition, on the left; 

+ is numerical-addition, on the right. 

3. Syntax 

 The syntax for NUM is given as follows, where the structural differences with DEC are 

shaded.  

Rewrite Rules for NUM 

(n0) N ⇒ N1 | N2 | N3 | … 

(n1) N1 ⇒ zero | one | … | nine 

(n2) N2 ⇒ P2 + N1 | N1 | P2 

(n3) N3 ⇒ P3 + N2 | N2 | P3 

(n6) N6 ⇒ P6 + N3 | N3 | P6 

(n9) N9 ⇒ P9 + N6 | N6 | P9 

(n12) N12 ⇒ P12 + N9 | N9 | P12 

…  …        
 

(p2) P2 ⇒ N1 + ty 

(p3) P3 ⇒ N2 + hundred 

(p6) P6 ⇒ N3 + thousand 

(p9) P9 ⇒ N3 + million 

(p12) P12 ⇒ N3 + billion 

…  …     

The adjustments accommodate expressions like the following. 

                                                 
107 Chapter [Basic Categorial Semantics].  The analogy between ‘and’ and ‘plus’ is born out by the fact that they each 

paraphrase the other under suitable circumstances. 
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sixty-five hundred 

The corresponding phrase in DEC is prohibited on two counts – ‘65’ does not combine with ‘X2’; 

even if it did, ’65 X2’ is both syntactically and semantically incomplete. 

 Other differences pertain to trailing zero's, as seen in the following two examples. 

 seven thousand 

 N6 
 P6 

 N3 thousand 

 N2 
 N1 
 seven  

 7000 

 N6 

 P3 N3 

 N3 X3 P2 N2 
 N2 
 N1 

 7 N1 X2 P1 N1 
  0   0 

 N1 X1 
 0  
 

4. Numeric-and 

 The proposed grammar has no counterpart of the morpheme ‘and’,108 which appears 

(optionally) in phrases such as: 

one hundred and one 

two thousand and fifteen 

In order to accommodate these expressions, we propose the following semantic rule. 

'and(   =   λyλx(x + y) 

The following is an example semantic derivation. 

six hundred and one 

6 λx(x×100) λyλx(x + y) 1 

600 λx(x + 1) 

601 

On the syntactic side, we propose one more syntactic category K2,
109 with the following rule. 

(c1) K2 ⇒ and + N2 

Also, we propose the following adjustments to the rewrite rules. 

(n2) N2 ⇒ P2 + N2 | P2 | P2 + K2 

(n3) N3 ⇒ P3 + N2 | P3 | P3 + K2 

(n6) N6 ⇒ P6 + N3 | P6 | P6 + K2 

(n9) N9 ⇒ P9 + N6 | P9 | P9 + K2 

(n12) N12 ⇒ P12 + N9 | P12 | P12 + K2 

…  …          

                                                 
108 The cognate ‘und’ appears in a more fundamental way in German number-words, such as 

vierundzwanzig [four and twenty] 

Other Germanic languages follow the same pattern.  Antique English also writes number-words this way, as in the 
following line from ‘Sing a Song of Six Pence’. 

four and twenty blackbirds baked in a pie. 
109 We adopt the Polish-Logic symbol ‘K’ for ‘konjunction’, since ‘C’ is already taken. 
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The following is an example syntactic tree. 

14. sixty-five hundred and seventy-one 

 N3 

 P3 C2 

 N2 hundred and N2 
   

 P1 N1 P1 N1 
  five  one 

 N1 ty N1 ty 
 six  seven  

9. Discrepancy between Syntax and Semantics 

 As usual, semantic-admissibility does not coincide with syntactic-admissibility.  Consider the 

following tree, which contains both semantic and syntactic elements. 

15. one hundred sixty three 

 163 
 N3 

 160  3 

 N3 � N1 
   three 

 100 0 
 P2 N2 

 1 λx(x×100) 6 λx(x×100) 

 N1 hundred N1 ty 
 one  six  

The semantics works just fine, and the syntax admits the final string, but it rejects the tree since N3 

does not rewrite as N3+N1.  The parsing is indeed suspicious, since it claims that ‘one hundred sixty’ 

is a constituent, but ‘sixty three’ is not. 

 The following is more extreme. 

16. five thousand hundred 
 500,000 

 N6 

 5000  λx(x×100) 
 P6 � hundred 

    

 5 λx(x×1000) 

 N1 thousand 

 five  

Once again the semantics works just fine, but the syntax rejects the string, which is reasonable to do, 

since most speakers would reject it syntactically.  Whether they would accept the semantic judgment 

is another matter. 

 The following is more whimsical. 

17. eleventy-one 
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 In the fantasy masterpiece, Lord of the Rings, J.R.R. Tolkien110 introduces the word ‘eleventy’ 

in the opening chapter, where Bilbo Baggins throws a huge party to celebrate his “eleventy-first 

birthday”.111  Although our proposed syntax rejects the expression ‘eleventy’, the semantics accepts 

it and predicts what it means. 

 111 

 N3 

 110 1 
 P2 N1 

  one 

 11 ☺ λx(x×10) 

 N2 � ty 
 eleven   

 10 1 
 P2 N1 
  one 

 1 λx(x×10) 
 N1 ty 

 one  

 

                                                 
110 Although Tolkien is certainly not the best-known linguist, he may very well be the best-known person who is a 
linguist.  He served as a lexicographer for the Oxford English Dictionary, providing definitions of many w-words, 

including ‘walrus’.  He also served as professor of Anglo-Saxon (Pembroke College, Oxford), and professor of 

English Language and Literature (Merton College, Oxford).  Tolkien's translation of Beowulf, finished in 1926, was 
finally published posthumously in 2014. 
111 And also Frodo Baggins' birthday.  Since Frodo is turning 33, and Bilbo is turning 111, being a cheeky fellow, 

Bilbo invites 144 (111+33) guests even though some of the guests are sure to be insulted since 144 is one gross! 


